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1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Studies have repeate'dly found that daylighting has the potential to realize very large
reductions in lighting energy consumption. For example, the TIAX Controls and
Diagnostics Rep0l1 found that dirruning electric lights in daylit spaces could reduce annual
lighting energy consumption in existing commercial buildings by 40-60% (New Buildings
2001, New Buildings, 2003). Daylighting can be achieved through sidelighting (windows)
or toplighting (skylights). This report focuses on toplighting, i.e., the combination of
skylights and electric lighting controls. Despite the potential of daylighting, only
approximately 2 to 5% of corrunercial building floor space currently has sufficient
skylight area installed for toplighting-based daylighting (PG&E 2000). To gain a deeper
understanding of how to increase top lighting deployment and associated energy savings,
the U.S. Depar1ment of Energy, Building Technologies Program (DOE/BT), contracted
TIAX to develop an overview of the potential for toplighting across the U.S. including an
estimate of toplighting energy saving potential and a review of possible actions to
accelerate the market adoption of toplighting. Well beyond providing "a number', the
analysis also illuminates the building attributes (e.g. ceiling height), market drivers,
tec1mology characteristics, and trends that influence the toplighting market. TlAX and
DOE/BT decided upon the following project approach:

1. Review literature and contact industry stakeholders to identify key issues that
impact the implementation of toplighting-based daylighting

2. Develop a base case (favorable, but realistic) to evaluate energy performance
3. Estimate the cost of adding toplighting in the base case scenario
4. Model the national annual energy savings potential of daylighting
5. Identify potential solutions to barriers limiting toplighting implementation
6. Select the most promising potential solutions and confirm their attractiveness
7. Identify steps that DOE can take to implement the most attractive solutions
8. Publish the findings in a report, including feedback from government and industry.

Key Issues
The Shldy identified three key benefits of toplighting and two key issues that limit
penetration of energy-saving toplighting products (see Tables 1-1 and 1-2).

Table 1-1: Key Benefits of Toplighting

Key Benefits
Energy Savings
Potential to Enhance Sales and Productivity
Potential to Increase Building Market Value

1-1
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Table 1-2: Key Issues Limiting Toplighting Penetration

Key Issues
Cost versus Energy Benefit

Equipment
Implementation

Awareness and Education
Inadequate Knowledge Leads to Faulty Design
Concerns About Leaks and Controls Operation

Energy savings is the most easily quantifiably of the benefits and the benefit that is most
important to the DOE. In the cases tudied, we found that an economically optimum
toplighting system using skylights saved 35-55% of annual lighting energy while having a
much smaller impact on both heating and cooling energy consumption. Stated another
way, depending on climate and building type, toplighting (skylights with lighting controls)
can save between $0.11-$0.32 per ft2 per year.

lndustry representatives and decision makers also identified several qualitative benefits of
skylights (e.g. architecture, productivity, or sales enhancements) as very important factors
that influence installation decisions. In fact, in the majority of building types, skylights are
not generally installed with the goal of saving energy. Instead, skylights are installed for
aesthetic or programmatic (i.e., building purpose) reasons. Several recent studies have
attempted to quantify these benefits. So far, results are far from definitive; however it can
be stated that these effects, whether real or not, do influence some installation decisions.
This may be because, while benefits are uncertain, the potential economic upside resulting
from increased sales or productivity is so much greater than the incremental cost of
skylights that decision makers decide to take the gamble.

Similarly, the increase in building market value resulting from the use of skylights is
difficult to quantify. However, like the potential for improved occupant performance and
increased building value is likely to positively influence many purchase decisions.
Consider this - both windows and skylights are almost always more expensive and less
insulating than opaque building envelope options. Despite the higher costs, the widespread
use of windows in buildings continues indicating that value is placed on daylight and
view, and possibly that windows and skylights contribute to the prestige and comfort of a
building and its occupants lnuch like other expensive architectural details.

Our study focuses on the relationship between cost and energy savings, i.e., simple
payback period, because currently only a small fraction (2-5%) of commercial building
floor space has sufficient skylight area for daylighting. This suggests that building owners
usually do not consider skylights witholft lighting controls to be an attractive investment,
i.e. that the non-energy benefits of skylights do not compensate for the increased
installation and energy costs. That led us to evaluate the attractiveness of skylights 1'1 ith
controls (toplighting) as a stand-alone energy-efficiency measure, for which simple
payback period is a conllnonly used evaluation metric. This enables DOE/BT to evaluate
the value proposition of toplighting based solely on its energy impact. This is not to say
that top lighting has negligible non-energy benefits, but that market decisions suggest that
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they are less than the cost of skylights alone. As such, our estimates are conservative
estimates of the overall economics of toplighting (skylights with lighting controls).

We found that simple payback periods resulting from energy effects only range from 4 to
10 years in high, open, ceiling cases, and 30 to 40 years in cases with lower, drop ceilings
where expensive light wells are required (see Figure 1-1). The long paybacks in buildings
that use drop ceilings and, thus, require the construction of a light well for each skylight,
essentially preclude the use of the skylights in these cases for economically motivated
energy-usc reduction. In open-ceiling buildings that facilitate shorter payback periods,
industry representatives indicate that the limited implementation of toplighting is largely a
result of a lack of awareness and education, and concerns about risk of leaks and not
achieving promised cost/energy savings ratios.
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Figure 1-1: Simple Payback Resulting From Energy Savings, by Climate Zone and Building Type

Cases in which skylights are installed for non-energy reasons also represent an important
energy saving opportunity. In our modeling adding controls added $0.16-$0.3 8/ft2 of floor
area, or 8-24% of the total cost of the skylight and controls installation, and resulted in
savings of $0.11-$0.32/ft2/year. rfskylights are alread) present, or 11 ill be installed/or
non-energ; reasons, it is vel) often Y\ ortJ71vhile to ilnest in non-dimming lighting controls
and, flpossible, to tweak SA] light design choices to/acilitate toplighting. However, the
total number current skylight installations is relatively small, and in many cases designers
wish to use clear skylights for aesthetic reasons, which are not compatible with effective
toplighting due to resulting glare (high contrast).

National Energy Savings Potential
To generate a national estimate for energy saving potential, we developed a base-case
scenario for use in modeling. The base case is a standard toplighting installation scenario
for a new, energy-efficient, building that has favorable characteristics for toplighting, but
is generally consistent with current practice. We varied the base case as appropriate for
each of the 4 building types modeled to reflect the unique characteristics of each (office,
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school, warehouse, and big box retail). Each was modeled using SkyCalc™ in 5 cities
representing the 7 most populous ASHRAE climate zones in the United States. I
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Smaller, more expensive, skylights and light wells result in very high cost in drop
ceiling cases (office/school)
Simple lighting controls and wiring upgrades represent $0.] 6-$0.38/ft2; thus, if
skylights are available adding lighting controls will likely be an economically
sound decision (HMG 2007, PG&E 2006, and discussions with manufacturers).

We estimated the installed cost of each base-case system from the available literature and
industly interviews. We calculated the economically optimum skylight area for each
climate and building type. This resulted in a skylight to floor' ratio (SFR) of 4% in all
cases except for warehouses (lower lighting-power densities resulted in a 3% SFR) and in
Phoenix (higher annual insolation decreased the optimal SFR for all building types, except
big box retaiI2). The cost estimates also include a 3-step + off lighting control system and
necessalY additional wiring. In the office and school cases the resulting installed cost is
about $4.70/ ft2 (using 4'x 4' skylights and light wells). The cost for the warehouse and
big box retail is about $1.25/ ft2 (using 4'x 8' skylights) (see Figure 1-2). Key takeaways
from these cost figures are:

Office/ School Warehouse BB Retail

Figure 1-2: First Cost per Unit Floor Area of Optimum Toplighting System, by Building Type

National primaty energy savings technical potential, assuming complete penetration of all
floor space directly below a roof in the four building types examined, is about 0.4 quads.
While big-box retail offers the greatest savings per square foot, because the total floor
areas of the other building types are higher, the total savings potential is not generally
highest for retail across eli-mate zones (see Figure 1-3). The floor area of non-mall retail
was used as a proxy for big-box retail floor area in all calculations.

1 Floor space under the roof.
2 In Phoenix the optimum SFR is 3% for offices and schools and 2% for warehouses due to higher solar insolation.
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Figure 1-3: Annual Primary Energy Savings Technical Potential, by Climate Zone and Building Type

These savings results are consistent with results from earlier studies (e.g., TIAX 2005).
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Potential Solutions and Recommendations to Overcome Barriers to Greater Market
Penetration
To move toward the theoretical national energy savings potential, the major barriers
limiting large-scale implementation of top lighting must be overcome. We identified
several possible paths forward where the DOE could take action (see Table 1-3).

Table 1-3: Potential Solution Overviews

Solution
I

Applicable Key Features of Solution
Building Types

Code I Big-Box Retail & • Codes limiting solar heat gain and U-value should be
Changes Warehouse loosened for skylights used with lighting controls

I • Codes requiring skylights in certain applications
could increase awareness and reduce costs

• Rating systems should be updated to reflect

I performance in a toplighting application I

Education I Big-Box Retail & • Improve tools and resources available to I
Warehouse practitioners I

I

• Reduce risk of leaks, real and perceived

• Reduce chances of poor design not achieving

I
energy savings

• Reduce cost of design

I • Increase awareness of benefits

Research I School & Office • Develop a dramatically less expensive solution to
bring light into spaces with low, drop ceilings I

I (unlikely to achieve favorable economics)
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Recommendations
There exists a real, immediate, oppOltunity for national energy savings in buildings with
high, open ceilings. We recorrunend action to exploit this potential, including ensuring that
codes do not stand in the way of energy-saving top lighting solutions, increasing awareness
of benefits through training, and making appropriate resources available to practitioners to
achieve effective designs with limited risk and cost. In the case of buildings with low,
drop ceilings, the long payba k will be very difficult to 0 rcome For example, in offices,
typical payback periods would still exceed 11 years even if the cost of implementing
skylights could be reduced to be equivalent to those for a high open ceiling case (i.e., in
which fewer, larger skylights are installed without light wells). In schools, due to slightly
higher lighting power densities, paybacks would approach 9 years. Improving economics
and performance of skylights in buildings with low ceilings may tip the balance in cases
where skylights are under consideration mainly for their aesthetic and progratrunatic
benefits, but such efforts are unlikely to fonn a basis for energ; cost savings alone to drive
installation decisions.
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3 TOPLIGHTING BACKGROUND AND FACTORS IMPACTING TOPLIGHTING IMPLIMENTATION

3.1 Toplighting Background

Toplighting is the practice of adding architectural elements on or near the roof of a
building to allow sunlight to enter the occupied space. Simple skylights are the most
COl11lTIon and most cost-effective method of accomplishing this (see Figure 3-1). Other
options3 are shown in Figure 3-2.

Source. SUl10ptics Prismatic SA] lights

Figure 3-1: Simple Plastic Domed Skylights
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Monitor

Heliostat

Clerestory
(shown with
Light Shelf)

Requires special roof structure

Can result in excessive glazing area

Requires special roof structure

Can result in excessive glazing area

Tracks sun using movable reflector

More expensive & less reliable vs. passive systems

~ed light penetration and availability

• Requires high ceilings and large light shelves,

Figure 3-2: Alternative Toplighting Methods

3 Because light shelves do not access the 'top' of the building and cannot be used in the core of buildings, one could reasonably categorize
them as side lighting instead of toplighting. On the other hand, light shelves and clerestories are functionally more similar to toplighting than
side lighting, i.e., they do not provide view, they direct light into the space from above, and they are less susceptible to glare problems.
Consequently, we decided to include them as an alternative toplighting approach.
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Curb

Skylight
/Glazing

In some cases, the light well may splay out as it nears the ceiling to allow the light to
begin to spread tlu'ough the room earlier, thereby improving light distribution when ceiling
height is not adequate. Another option to aid light distribution is a diffusing sheet at the
bottom of the light well.
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Diffuser

Light Well

Splay

Figure 3-3 depicts a typical skylight system. The skylight system consists of:

Glazing (1 to 3 layers) and Frame
Curb on which the skylight is mounted to raise it above the roof surface
Light well to bring light tlu'ough the roof structure, insulation, and plenum space
between the roof and a drop ceiling if present

Figure 3-3: Typical Skylight System

To achieve energy savings, skylights or other toplighting architectural feahlres must be
combined with lighting conh'ols that dun or turn off some or all of the electric lights in
response to available daylight. Lighting control systems consist of one or more photocells
that detect light levels and a controller that duns or turns off luminaires. Photocells can be
placed outside, directly below skylights, or inside distant from any skylights. Their
location depends on building type and system design, as well the potential u1f1uence of
sidelighting (not considered in this study). While there have been many reports of
unsatisfactory results in sidelighting daylighting control systems top lighting control
systems are generally simpler and more reliable. A recent study of toplightmg in buildings
primarily with hjgh ceilings-l concluded that lighting controls achieved, on average, 98%
of theoretical energy savings as calculated using SkyCa1c™ (Pande et al. 2006). The use
of top lighting to save energy is much less common in buildings with lower ceilings; as a
result, good data are not as readily available to verify lighting control perfollnance in
those applications.
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J Although this reference did not report the Ooor-to-ceiling heights of the buildings. industrial buildings and warehouses accounted for 50 and
38 percent of the sample, respectively. Both building types almost always have higher ceilings, whereas the office and educational buildings
accounting for the remainder of the sample may not have had higher ceilings.
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3.2 Key Issues

To understand what may prevent toplighting from achieving greater market penetration
we evaluated the drivers that would promote the use of top lighting. Review of available
literature, and interviews with industry experts identified three key benefits of toplighting
(see Table 3-1; Appendix A contains the questionnaires used for both rounds of
interviews).

Table 3-1: Key Benefits of Toplighting

Key Benefits
Energy Savings
Potential to Enhance Sales and Productivity
Potential to Increase Building Value

Energy savings is the most easily quantified of the benefits and the benefit of greatest
interest to DOE/BT. OUf modeling results found that 35-55% of lighting energy can be
saved, with lrunimal incremental heating and air conditioning energy consumption, by
installing an economically optimum toplighting system. Stated another way, depending on
climate and building type $0. 12-$0.32/ft2 can be saved per year including losses.
Economic results are discussed in further detail in Section 5.

Industry representatives and decision makers also identified the more qualitative non
energy benefits of skylights as very important. In fact, in the majority of building types,
current skylight installations are not generally undertaken with the goal of saving energy.
Instead, skylights are installed for aesthetic or progranunatic reasons. Some stakeholders
acknowledged the potential for skylights to improve worker/student productivity or retail
sales as an important benefit that influences installation decisions. Several recent shldies
havc attempted to quantify the benefits of daylight (see Table 3-2).

In addition, two studies found positive correlations between view and call center worker
productivity (Heschong et a1. 2004) and shldent performance (Aumann et a1. 2004). These
studies imply that, to the extent that the potential non-energy benefits of daylight noted in
Table 3-2 exist, access to a view may account for some portion of that benefit.
Consequently, since skylights do not provide direct views, this suggests skylight-based
daylighting alone (i.e., without sidelighting) might not provide all of the posited non
energy benefits of daylighting.
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apply the results to the majority of square footage dircctly under a roof for each building
type.

4.3 Ceiling Height

Ceiling hcight has a major impact upon the economics of a toplighting solution because a
higher ceiling enables fewer, larger skylights to be used to achieve silnilar lighting levels.
Effective toplighting requires that light from skylights be reasonably even across a space,
as is required for light from electric fixhlres (luminaires). A higher ceiling allows
skylights to be spaced fmther apart because the additional height provides more distance
for the light to spread horizontally outward from each skylight. For this analysis, we used
the luminaire spacing criterion described in the IESNA Lighting Handbook (2000). It is
based on a comparison of the light levels between two luminaires (skylights) with light
levels dircctly below a lUlTlinaire (skylight). The luminaire-spacing criteria indicate that
skylights should be spaced no fUlther than 1.4 timcs the mounting height to maintain
sufficiently even light levels.

\\then other criteria are considered, such as overlap between luminaires, vertical
illuminance, shadowing and illuminance distribution above the workplane, it is generally
found that luminaires must be installed at some spacing-to-mounting-height ratio less than
the value of the luminaire spacing criterion (lESNA 2000).

Contrast brightness may limit pennissible skylight sizc and spacing. Lighting designers
and architects raised this concern during interviews, noting that large, bright, skylights can
ilTitate occupants when viewed directly. Partitions can also shade nearby areas. Using the
luminaire spacing critcrion, without blocking partitions, as a best case scenario yields the
following expression for the area that a single diffusing skylight can serve (see Figure 4
PG&E 2006):

Lit Area = (( 1.4 x ceiling height) + skylight width/.
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[f the skylight design includes a splay, the ceiling height used in the equation should equal
the ceiling height plus the height of the splay to account for the additional light spreading
enabled by the splay. For example, in the analysis of the office case, a lOft ceiling height
plus a 2ft splay results in spacing equal to 16.8ft plus the skylight width. Figure 4-2 shows
the relationship between ceiling height and the number of skylights required (assuming a
minimunl 3% SFR to provide sufficient illuminance). For this analysis, we selected ceiling
heights of lOft and 20ft as representative of buildings where skylights are feasible. Higher
ceiling heights would improve economics because they tend to reduce the number of
skylights required by increasing light spreading.
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Figure 4-2: Number of Skylights Required for a 10,000 ft2 Area Versus Ceiling Height

4.4 Lighting Power Density, Required Intensity and Efficacy

Required light level (illuminance) and the lighting power density LPD) needed to
generate the light level are very important factors in energy savings. In short, the LPD
represents maximum energy savings potential, and the required light level detennines how
much daylight must enter the space to achieve that savings. The lighting power density
values were set based on the ASHRAE 90.1-2004 standard for each building type. Figure
4-3 shows how savings changes in Burlington as required light level (lighting intensity)
varies from 21 fc to 105fc (this range of lighting intensity cOlTesponds to a lighting power
density range ofO.5W/ ft2 to 2.5W/ ft2

). All of the figures in Section 4 are based on the
Big-Box Retail building because it has the best economic potential. The relative sensitivity
to inputs would be similar for the other building types.
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Figure 4-3: Energy Cost Savings as a Function of Required Lighting Intensity I Lighting Power
Density, Big Box Retail, Burlington

As expected, as lighting power usage increases so do savings from toplighting. There are
four series graphed on this chart, energy and cost savings, each for two cases. The cost
savings and primary energy savings series for each case are difficult to differentiate and
lie almost directly on top of one another, because electricity dominates the change in
energy consumption from toplighting at low skylight-to-floor ratios (SFRs). This is true
even in Burlington (Yennont), where buildings have high heating loads. Consequently, the
cost savings and primary energy savings are velY nearly multiples of one another. For this
reason, further graphs will still show cost savings and primary energy savings on different
axes, but we have combined them into a single line (based on energy cost) for simplicity.
In practice, this results in at most a few percent error, well within the expected accuracy of
these calculations.

The lower two lines on the chart show the increase in savings (at least above 40 fc) that
results from increasing lighting intensity requirements without changing the SFR. The
upper lines show how savings increase if the SFR is optimized by selecting the highest
integer SFR that lies within Y2 year of the minimum silnple payback period (see Section 5
for details). Usually, this value is I % higher than the SFR that produces the minimum
simple payback. The figure shows the optimum SFR value adjacent to each data point.
Both lines show a steady increase in savings, followed by a decline at high intensities. The
decline reflects the control system selected, 3-level + off control. Switched control
achieves the greatest savings in applications in which there are many hours when lights
can be completely shut off. As the lighting intensity increases, the number of hours that
require a mix of day lighting and electric lighting increases, as does the number of hours
when the available daylight is not sufficient to turn off the first "step" of electric lighting.
Dimlning control is able to capture additional savings in these cases (Note: the impact of
control system on energy savings will be compared later in this section).
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The single-glazed aClylic skylight saves less energy at low SFRs because it has a lower
VT than the baseline unit. Typically, a single-glazed skylight of the same type will have a
higher VT; however, in this case the plastic has increased diffusing properties to ensure
that sufficient diffusion occurs as the light passes through the single sheet. As a result, VT
decreases. Many skylights provide higher VT values than the base case unit., but we
excluded them because manufacturers indicated that they typically do not provide
sufficient diffusion for visual comfort. At high SFRs, the relative energy perf01111anCe of
single-glazed plastic skylight performance suffers fmther due to higher SHGC and
value.

The high-perfonnance glass skylight saves less energy at SFRs up to about 6%, primarily
because its flat profile decreases the quantity of light it captures at lower sun angles in the
morning and evening. To understand the impact of this effect, we evaluated a flat skylight
that otherwise has the same propelties as the domed baseline unit (i.e. the "baseline-flat"
case). The resulting decrease in savings is significant at SFRs of 3 to 4%, i.c.,
approximately a 17% decrease. On the other hand, at high SFRs, the flat skylight's
performance relative to the baseline improves to only about a 10% decrease because the
increased surface area of a domed skylight increases thermal losses, which become more
significant as SFR increases. For this same reason, the glass skylight has better
performance than the baseline unit at SFRs above 6%, i.e., at higher SFRs, the superior
SHGC and U-value overcome the inferior light capturing characteristics.

This comparison leads to the conclusion that, for skylight to floor ratios that are likely to
be economic optimums, i.e., 2 to 5%, the base-case skylight is a good choice to gcnerate
the highest possible energy cost savings. In a cold climate, the glass skylights achieve
similar energy performance to the base case; however because they cost approximately
twice as much as baseline units, they would not be an economically attractive option.
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7 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

7.1 Conclusions

Studies have repeatedly found that daylighting has the potential to realize velY large
reductions in lighting energy consumption, but this potential has not been fully realized.
To gain a deeper understanding of how to increase toplighting deployment and energy
savings, the U.S. Department of Energy, Building Technologies Program (DOE/BT),
contracted TIAX to develop an overview of the potential for top lighting across the U.S.
including an estimate of top lighting energy saving potential and a review of possible
action to accelerate the market adoption of toplighting.

Key Issues
The study identified three key benefits of top lighting and two key issues that limit
penetration of energy-saving toplighting products (see Tables 7-1 and 7-2).

Table 7-1: Key Benefits of Toplighting

Key Benefits
Energy Savings
Potential to Enhance Sales and Productivity
Potential to Increase Building Value

Table 7-2: Key Issues Limiting Toplighting Penetration

Key Issues
Cost versus Energy Benefit

Equipment
Implementation

Awareness and Education
Inadequate Knowledge Leads to Faulty Design
Concerns About Leaks and Controls Operation

We found that 35-55% of lighting energy can be saved, with minimal beating and air
conditioning losses, by installing an economically optimum top lighting system. Stated
another way depending on climate and building type, $O.12-$O.32/ft2 can be saved per
year including losses. Economic results are discussed in further detail in Section 5.

Industry representatives and decision makers also identified several qualitative benefits of
skylights (e.g. architecture, productivity, or sales enhancements) as very important factors
that influence installation decisions. in fact, in the majority of building types, skylights are
not generally installed with the goal of saving energy. As a result, they are often
undertaken without lighting controls and proper design to maximize energy savings.
Adding lighting controls and designing/or toplighting to cases in which skylights are
installed/or non-energy reasons represents a sign(ficant energy-saving opportunity. In
our modeling adding controls added $O.16-$O.38/ft2 of floor area, or 8-24% of the total
cost of the skylight and controls installation, and resulted in savings of $O.11-$O.32/ft2

.
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However, the total number current skylight installations is relatively small and in many
cases designers wish to use clear skylights for ae thetic reasons, which are not compatible
with effective toplighting due to resulting glare (high contrast).

We found that simple payback periods resulting from energ; effects ani) for full
toplighting installation range from 4 to 10 years in high open, ceiling cases, and 30-40
years in cases with lower, drop ceilings where expensive light wells are required (see
Figure 7-1). The long paybacks in buildings that use drop ceilings and thus, require the
construction of a light well for each skylight, essentially preclude the use of the skylights
in these cases for economically motivated energy-use reduction. In open-ceiling buildings
that facilitate shOlter payback periods, industry representatives indicate that the limited
implementation of toplighting is largely a result of a lack of awareness and education, and
concerns about risk of leaks and not achieving promised cost/energy savings ratios.
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Figure 7-1: Simple Payback Resulting From Energy Savings, by Climate Zone and Building Type

National Energy Savings Potential
To generate a national estimate for energy saving potential, we developed a base-case
scenario for use in modeling. The base case is a standard installation scenario for a new,
energy-efficient, building that has favorable characteristics for toplighting, but is generally
consistent with current practice. We varied the base case as appropriate for each of the
four building types modeled to reflect the unique characteristics of each (office, school,
warehouse, and big-box retail). Each was modeled using SkyCalc™ in five cities
representing theseven most populous ASHRAE climate regions in the United States.

We estimated the cost of the base-case system from the available literature and industly
interviews. We calculated the economically opti.mum skylight-to-floor area ratio (SFR) for
each climate and building type. This resulted in a 4% SFR in all cases except for the
warehouse (where lower lighting power density resulted in a 3% optimum) and in
Phoenix where greater sunlight resulted in lower optimum SFRs for all building types
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except the big-box retail l6
. A key result from the development of the base case was the

identification of which skylight characteristics have the greatest impact on energy savings.
Lighting savings dominate the energy impact of top lighting at SFRs near the optimum;
heating and cooling impacts are at least an order of magnitude smaller even in extreme
climates in all building types evaluated. Because lighting savings are the key, output
visible transmission is much more important than thennal characteristics.

In addition to installed skylight costs, the cost estimates include the addition of a three
step (plus off) lighting control system and necessalY wiring upgrades. In the office and
school cases, the incremental cost equaled about $4.70/ ft2 (using 4 'x 4' skylights and
light wells), while the cost for the warehouse and big-box retail is much lower--about
$1.25/ ft2 (using 4'x 8' skylights; see Figure 7-2).

These results lead to two key conclusions. First, smaller, more expensive, skylights and
light wells result in velY high costs in drop-ceiling cases. Second, simple lighting controls
and wiring upgrades represent $0.16-$0.38/ft2; thus, if skylights are available, adding
lighting controls will likely be an economically sound decision, with a 0.5 to 4 year simple
payback. (HMG 2007, PG&E 2006, TIAX interviews of manufacturers).
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Figure 7-2: First Cost of Optimum Toplighting System, by Building Type

National primaty energy savings technical potential, assuming complete penetration of all
floor space directly below a roof in the four building types examined, equals about 0.4
quads. While big-box retail offers the greatest energy savings per square foot, the total
savings potential is not generally highest for retail'? across climate zones because the total
floor areas of the other building types are higher (see Figure 7-3). These energy savings
results are in line with results from earlier studies (TlAX 2005).

16 In Phoenix the optimum SFR is 3% for offices and schools and 2% for warehouses due to higher solar insolation.
17 The floor area of non-mall retail was used as a proxy for big box retail floor area in all calculations, because specifically big box retail floor
area was not available.
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Figure 7-3: Annual Primary Energy Savings Technical Potential, by Climate Zone and Building Type

Potential Solutions to Overcome Barriers to Greater Market Penetration
To greatly increase the market penetration of top lighting and move toward the theoretical
national energy savings potential, the major issues lilniting large-scale implementation of
toplighting must be overcome, We identified several possible paths to increase toplighting
deployment (see Table 7-3).

Table 7-3: Potential Solution Overviews

Solution Applicable Key Features of Solution
Building Types

Code Big-Box Retail & • Codes limiting solar heat gain and U-value should be
Changes Warehouse loosened for skylights used with lighting controls

I • Codes requiring skylights in certain applications could
increase awareness and reduce costs

• Rating systems should be updated to reflect performance
in a toplighting application

I Education Big-Box Retail & • Improve tools and resources available to practitioners
Warehouse • Reduce risk of leaks, real and perceived

• Reduce chances of poor design not achieving promised
energy savings

• Reduce cost of design

• Increase awareness of benefits

Research School & Office • Develop a dramatically less expensive solution to bring
light into spaces with low, drop ceilings (unlikely to achieve
favorable economics)

7.2 Recommendations
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OPEN VERTICAL MEDIUM
TEMPERATURE DISPLAY CASES
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LOW-TEMPERATURE
DISPLAY CASES

32%

Fig. 3 Percentage Distribution of Display Cases, by Type,
in a Typical Supermarket

OTHER MEDIUM-TEMPERATURE DISPLAY
22%

DISPLAY REFRIGERATORS

Each category of perishable food has its own physical character
istics, handling logi~tics, and display requirements that dictate spe
cialized display shapes and flexibility required for merchandising.
Also, the same food product requires different display treatment in
different locations, depending on such things as local preferences,
local income level, store size, sales volume, and local availability of
food items by type.

Open display refrigerators for medium and low temperatures are
widely used in food markets. However, glass door multideck models
have also rapidly gained in popularity. Decks are shelves, pans, or
racks that support the displayed product.

Medium- and [ow-temperature display case lineups account for
roughly 68 and 32%, respectively, of a typical supermarket's total
display cases (Figure 3). In addition, open veltical meat, deli, and

foods include fresh meats, dairy products, perishable produce, fro
zen foods, ice cream and frozen desserts, and various special items
such as bakery and deli products and prepared meals. These foods
are displayed in highly specialized and flexible storage, handling,
and display apparatus.

These food products must be kept at safe temperatures during
transportation, storage, and processing, as well as during display.
The back room of a food store is both a processing plant and a ware
house distribution point. It includes specialized refrigerated rooms,
which must be coordinated during construction planning because of
the interaction between the store's environment and the refrigera
tion equipment. Chapter 2 of the 1999 ASHRAE Handbook-Appli
cations also covers the importance of coordination.

Refrigeration equipment used in retail food stores may be
broadly grouped into display refrigerators, storage refrigerators,
processing refrigerators, and mechanical refrigeration machines.
Chapter 48 presents food service and general commercial refriger
ation equipment.
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Fig. 2 Percentage of Electric Energy Consumption,
by Use Category, of a Typical Large Supermarket

The preparation of this chapter is assigned to TC 10,7. Commercial Food
and Beverage Cooling. Display. and Storage.

Fig. 1 Percentage of Stores, by Segment, Comprising
Total Retail Food Sector

Compressor Conf1.gurations

I N the Unitep States today, over 100,000 retail food stores oper
ate their refrigeration systems around the clock to ensure proper

merchandizing and safety of their food products. Figure I shows
that supermarkets and convenient stores make the largest contribu
tion to this total (Food Marketing Institute 2000). As shown in Fig
ure 2, refrigeration accounts for roughly 50% of the electric energy
consumption of a typical supermarket (A.D. Little 1996). Super
markets and grocery stores have one of the highest electric usage
intensities in commercial buildings, at 43 kWh/ft2 per year. Use for
larger supermarkets with long operating hours has been measured at
70 kWh/ft2 per year (Komor et a1. 1998).

The modern retail food store is a high-volume sales outlet with
maximum inventory turnover. Almost halfofretail food sales are of
perishable or semiperishable foods requiring refrigeration. These




